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Disclosure require-
ments and introduc-
tion 

Disclosure requirements 

This Risk and Capital Management Report is being published in compliance with 

DLR Kredit’s disclosure requirements under the CRR rules. Quantitative disclosures 

pursuant to the EBA guidelines etc. are set out in a separate Pillar III appendix (in Ex-

cel format), which is published on the DLR website at www.dlr.dk/investor together 

with this report. https://dlr.dk/investor/regnskaber-rapporter/  

All information will be regularly updated to the extent deemed necessary, but at 

least once a year in connection with the release of DLR’s Annual Report. Certain 

disclosures in the Pillar III appendix are updated half-yearly. 

In the assessment of DLR, the information stated complies with the Pillar III infor-

mation requirements set out in the CRR regulation (CRR articles 431-455) and the Eu-

ropean Commission's technical standards.  

The Risk and Capital Management Report was published on 9 February 2024. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://dlr.dk/investor/regnskaber-rapporter/
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Introduction 

DLR Kredit A/S (“DLR”) is a Danish mortgage credit institution owned primarily by 42 

local and national banks that collaborate with DLR. 

DLR provides mortgage loans for the purpose of financing agricultural and com-

mercial property – including residential rental property, office and retail property, 

private co-operative housing and properties in the countryside. DLR also grants 

loans in Greenland and the Faroe Islands, primarily for owner-occupied homes and 

residential rental properties and, on a smaller scale, office and retail properties. At 

the end of 2023, DLR’s loan portfolio in terms of nominal outstanding bond debt 

amounted to DKK 189.3bn, of which loans granted in Greenland and the Faroe Is-

lands amounted to a total of DKK 4.5bn or 2.4% of the loan portfolio. 

In 2023, DLR had on average 234 FTE employees and 22 fee-based agricultural valu-

ation experts. DLR has no branch offices, as loans are distributed through the 

branch networks of DLR’s shareholder banks. 

DLR’s lending increased by DKK 7.4bn in 2023 (in nominal terms). Lending for agricul-

tural properties accounted for 50.6% of the portfolio, while lending for residential 

farms and owner-occupied homes made up 5.5% of the portfolio at end-2023. The 

remaining 43.9% represented loans for commercial property, mainly office and re-

tail property, private residential rental property and cooperative housing. 

In 2023, DLR achieved the best financial performance in DLR’s history with a profit of 

DKK 1,347m after tax. With total own funds after deductions of DKK 17.3bn and a to-

tal risk exposure amount of DKK 72.2bn, DLR’s total capital ratio was 24.0% at year-

end 2023. 

DLR’s overriding risk is credit risk, i.e. the risk of a loss arising as a result of borrowers 

defaulting on payment obligations (incl. counterparty risk). However, credit risk is to 

a wide extent mitigated by collateral in the form of DLR’s mortgages on the proper-

ties and also by the guarantee and loss-mitigating agreements DLR has signed with 

its loan-distributing shareholder banks. 

DLR aims to be a key player in financing the sustainable transition, and the longer-

term goal is for this to be reflected in our portfolio composition, which should attain 

risk diversification also against more sustainable assets. The framework for DLR’s sus-

tainability initiatives is described in DLR’s sustainability report at dlr.dk and can be 

downloaded here dlr.dk/investor/regnskaber-rapporter/#baeredygtighed. 

 

 

 

https://dlr.dk/investor/regnskaber-rapporter/#baeredygtighed
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Management statements 

The Risk and Capital Management Report was approved by the Board of Directors 

of DLR Kredit A/S on 9 February 2024. 

In the opinion of the Board of Directors, DLR’s risk management is adequate and 

ensures that the risk management systems implemented meet all requirements un-

der DLR’s profile and strategy. 

Furthermore, the Board of Directors believes the below description of DLR’s general 

risk profile gives a true and fair view of DLR’s risk management and risk appetite. 

The Board of Directors’ assessment is based on the Board-approved business model 

and strategy and reports submitted to the Board of Directors by the Executive 

Board, Internal Audit, Risk Management and Compliance. 

A review of the business model and policies shows that the general requirements of 

the business model for each risk area are fully and comprehensively reflected in the 

specific limits of the individual policies. A review of the Board of Directors’ instruc-

tions to the Executive Board and the authorities delegated indicates that the limits 

stipulated in individual policies are fully and comprehensively reflected in the un-

derlying instructions to the Executive Board and the authorities delegated, and that 

real risks are within the limits stipulated in individual policies and authorities. On this 

basis, the Board of Directors considers the business model, policies and instructions 

to be consistent with the real risks in the individual areas. 

DLR’s business strategy is based on its goal of being the preferred collaboration 

partner for the shareholders within its market area. DLR aims to achieve profitable 

operations based on product pricing that reflects its risks and capital tie-up to-

gether with an overall assessment of the scope of its business with customers and 

counterparties. DLR aims to have an adequate and robust capital base that sup-

ports its business model and bond ratings. 

The maximum risk tolerance accepted by the Board of Directors is managed via 

defined limits in individual policies and guidelines, etc. These include the following 

areas of control: 

• DLR’s capital target for the capital ratio is 20.0%, and the targets for the tier 1 

capital ratio and the common equity tier 1 ratio are 18.0% and 16.5%, respec-

tively. At the end of 2023, DLR’s common equity tier 1 capital ratio was 22.2%, 

the tier 1 capital ratio was 22.2% and its capital ratio was 24.0%. 

• DLR’s Board of Directors has defined a leverage ratio threshold of 5%, which is 

above the statutory requirement of 3%. DLR’s leverage ratio was 8.2% at the 

end of 2023.  

• With regard to activities in the financial markets, DLR aims for a maximum inter-

est rate risk of 2.5%, which is below the statutory requirement of 8%. DLR’s inter-

est rate risk on the bond portfolio was 1.3% relative to own funds at end-2023.  
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• With respect to liquidity, DLR aims to maintain low liquidity risk given its business 

model as a mortgage credit institution applying the specific balance principle 

and a coverage of the LCR requirement of at least 110%. At the end of 2023, 

DLR calculated its LCR at 110% and the Pillar II liquidity add-on at 110%. From 

July 2023, DLR has, for management purposes, consistently allocated HQLA 

(high quality liquid assets) to the effect that both LCR and the Pillar II liquidity 

add-on amount to 110%. The purpose hereof was to optimise the use of HQLA, 

which, among other things, is also used as supplementary collateral. 

Furthermore, ESG risks is one of the elements in the assessment of overall credit risk in 

DLR’s portfolio. The Board of Directors also takes into account other statutory limits in 

laying down DLR’s risk management policies. 

 

Copenhagen, 9 February 2024 

 

Executive Board 

Jens Kr. A. Møller                 Pernille Lohmann 

Managing Director & CEO               Managing Director 

 

Board of Directors 

Vagn Hansen Carsten Levring Jakobsen  

Chairman Vice Chairman  

 

Claus Andersen  Ole Beith Frank Mortensen 

 

Lars Petersson Lars Faber Jakob G. Hald 

 

Randi Franke  
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Risk governance and 
management 

DLR’s business model as a mortgage credit institution and the types of risk to which 

DLR is exposed are closely linked. On the basis of the adopted business model, DLR 

is exposed to different types of risk, notably credit risk. The different types of risk are 

described in more detail in the sections below. 

Board of Directors and Board committees 

DLR’s Board of Directors has overall responsibility for defining and monitoring DLR’s 

risk exposures and for DLR’s risk management, internal controls and for ensuring 

compliance with applicable legislation. Based on the business model and risk as-

sessments, etc., the Board of Directors has defined policies and guidelines and, by 

extension, limits for the risks that DLR is prepared to assume. Delegation of responsi-

bility throughout the organisation is based on these policies, guidelines and limits. 

DLR’s organisation comprises a number of function heads who all report to the Ex-

ecutive Board. 

Also, the Board of Directors and the Executive Board set and approve general poli-

cies, guidelines, procedures and controls in key risk management areas. The Board 

of Directors has set up four board committees: an audit committee, a risk commit-

tee, a remuneration committee and a nomination committee, as described below. 

In addition, DLR has established an internal audit function that reports to the Board 

of Directors and which – in accordance with an approved audit strategy – audits 

processes and internal control procedures in significant and material risk areas.  

At the end of 2023, DLR’s Board of Directors consisted of nine members. Six mem-

bers were elected at the Annual General Meeting, while three members were 

elected from among DLR’s employees. Of the AGM-elected board members, three 

were elected from among the members of the Association of Local Banks, Savings 

Banks and Cooperative Banks in Denmark, two from among the members of Na-

tional Banks in Denmark and one member elected jointly by the two organisations. 

AGM-elected board members are elected by the shareholders at the Annual Gen-

eral Meeting for one year at a time, while the employee-elected board members 

are elected for periods of four years. AGM-elected and employee-elected board 

members are eligible for re-election. 
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The composition of the Board of Directors at end-2023 and information about other 

directorships held by the members of the Board of Directors is set out in DLR’s An-

nual Report 2023. 

Four committees have been set up under DLR’s Board of Directors. The committees 

monitor specific areas and prepare matters to be discussed by the Board as a 

whole in individual areas. 

• The Audit Committee is charged with supervising the financial reporting process 

as well as other accounting and auditing matters including monitoring whether 

DLR’s internal control systems as well as internal audit and risk management sys-

tems in relation to accounting matters function effectively. DLR’s Audit Commit-

tee has three members – General Manager Claus Andersen (chairman), Deputy 

Director & CFO Frank Mortensen and Head of Business Development and Com-

munications Randi Franke. The Committee’s regular meetings are attended by 

DLR’s internal and external auditors and by DLR’s Accounting and Finance Di-

rector. The Audit Committee met five times in 2023. 

 

• The Risk Committee is charged with ensuring that DLR’s Board of Directors is ade-

quately equipped to address, manage, monitor and mitigate the risks that DLR is 

or may be exposed to. The Risk Committee must maintain a comprehensive 

view of the risks associated with DLR’s activities. All Risk Committee meetings are 

attended by DLR’s Chief Risk Officer. The Risk Committee has three members: 

Managing Director Ole Beith (chairman), Managing Director Carsen Levring Jak-

obsen and Head of Kompetencecenter Kredit Jakob G. Hald. The Risk Commit-

tee held six meetings in 2023. 

 

• The Nomination Committee is charged with ensuring that DLR’s Board of Direc-

tors has the necessary level of knowledge and experience. The Committee 

nominates new board members and evaluates the competencies represented 

on the Board. The Nomination Committee consists of DLR’s entire Board of Direc-

tors. The chairman is Managing Director & CEO Vagn Hansen, while Managing 

Director Carsten Levring Jakobsen is vice chairman. The committee held two 

meetings in 2023. 

 

• The Remuneration Committee undertakes preparatory work in relation to the 

Board of Directors’ decisions, knowledge and controls with respect to remunera-

tion. In addition, the Committee maintains a list of DLR’s material risk takers. The 

Remuneration Committee consists of three members – Managing Director & 

CEO Vagn Hansen (chairman), Managing Director Carsten Levring Jakobsen 

and Head of Kompetencecenter Kredit Jakob G. Hald. The committee held two 

meetings in 2023. 

Committee members are also members of DLR’s Board of Directors and include the 

members elected at the Annual General Meeting as well as employee 
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representatives. Information about the composition of board committees and their 

duties is also provided in DLR’s Annual Report 2023. 

Members of DLR’s Board of Directors are elected by the shareholders at the Annual 

General Meeting or from among DLR’s employees. DLR will continually ensure that 

the members of DLR’s Board of Directors have the collective knowledge, profes-

sional skills and experience required to execute DLR’s business model and strategy. 

The Nomination Committee prepares the full Board’s review of issues associated 

with the knowledge and experience, which review is conducted at least once an-

nually among DLR’s board members.  

One of the responsibilities of the Nomination Committee is to nominate candidates 

for DLR’s Board of Directors and to prepare a description of the functions and quali-

fications required to participate in the work of the Board of Directors.  

DLR’s Board of Directors has adopted a remuneration policy for DLR Kredit A/S 

which has been approved at the Annual General Meeting. The remuneration policy 

is available at dlr.dk. Quantitative data on the remuneration of staff affecting the 

risk profile is provided in note 7 in DLR’s 2023 Annual Report. 

Risk management at DLR – the three lines of defence 

DLR’s Executive Board ensures that risks are managed and mitigated as directed by 

the Board of Directors. Risk management at DLR is shaped around the three lines of 

defence model: 

• First line of defence: Functions that own and manage risks. Individual depart-

ment heads at DLR are responsible for identifying, measuring, managing and re-

porting risks and for ensuring that adequate controls are in place. Department 

heads are also responsible for preparing/updating business procedures and in 

that context for ensuring that compliance requirements are observed. 

 

• Second line of defence: Risk Management and Compliance, which are inde-

pendent advisory and control functions, reporting directly to the Executive 

Board. The primary focus of the Compliance function is to oversee that the first 

line of defence complies with applicable regulation, internal rules and market 

standards (best practice). The primary focus of the Risk Management function is 

to maintain a comprehensive view of DLR and DLR’s risk exposure for purposes of 

assessing whether adequate risk management is in place. The Risk Management 

function is responsible for establishing the framework for appropriate identifica-

tion, measurement, management and reporting of all material risks. 

 

• Third line of defence: Internal Audit, which is independent of the Executive Board 

and of the performance of tasks in the first and second lines of defence. Internal 

Audit reports directly to the Board of Directors and the Board’s Audit Committee. 
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Risk Management must maintain a comprehensive view of DLR and DLR’s risks for 

purposes of assessing whether adequate risk management is in place. DLR’s Risk 

Management function is responsible for establishing the framework for appropriate 

identification, measurement, management and reporting of all material risks. Risk 

Management is an independent advisory, control and reporting function which 

does not own individual risks but owns the framework for managing risk across DLR. 

The Risk Management Officer reports to DLR’s Executive Board. 

As the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) is placed in the IT department (first 

line of defence), DLR has identified a need to take some compensatory measures 

in terms of ensuring adequate segregation of functions in the area of IT security. As 

a compensatory measure, the CISO therefore has a secondary reporting duty to 

the head of Risk Management. 

DLR has also established a Compliance function, which reports to the Executive 

Board. The Chief Compliance Officer is in charge of assessing and checking 

whether DLR complies with relevant legislation, market standards and internal rules. 

The Chief Compliance Officer also serves as Data Protection Officer (DPO).  

Risk management at DLR – the three lines of defence 
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Internal risk committees 

With a view to maintaining ongoing focus on proper risk management across the 

DLR organisation, the Executive Board has set up three internal risk committees: 

• The Credit Risk Committee manages cross-organisational credit risks. This in-

cludes monitoring developments in credit portfolio risk exposures, monitoring IRB 

models and internal ratings and LTV monitoring. The committee does not moni-

tor individual credit grants. 

 

• The Liquidity and Market Risk Committee manages DLR’s liquidity and market 

risks. This includes monitoring interest rate risk, credit spread risk, investor distribu-

tion, market conditions for bonds, funding plans, refinancing auctions. 

 

• IOC Risk Committee (Committee for IT, operational and compliance risk): man-

ages cross-organisational IT, operational and compliance risks (cross-organisa-

tional non-financial risks). Specific operational and compliance risks pertaining 

to the credit area or the securities area are managed by the Credit Risk Com-

mittee or the Liquidity and Market Risk Committee. 

The Executive Board is represented on all three internal risk committees. Risk Man-

agement is also represented on all three internal risk committees as an observer, 

while Compliance is represented on the IOC Risk Committee as an observer. DLR’s 

Sustainability Committee is responsible for managing ESG risks across DLR. 

Risk taxonomy 

The following risk taxonomy is applied across the DLR organisation. The risk catego-

ries cover both financial and non-financial risks. 

Risk type Risk category Definition 

Financial risks 

Credit risk 

Loss arising as a result of borrowers defaulting 

on payment obligations (incl. counterparty 

risk) 

Market risk 

Loss arising as a result of movements in finan-

cial markets, i.e. interest rate, share price and 

exchange rate risk (incl. credit spread and 

convexity risk) 

Liquidity risk 

Loss arising as a result of inability to meet fi-

nancial obligations falling due in the short or 

medium term (incl. funding risk) 
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Risk type Risk category Definition 

Non-financial risks  

 

Operational risk 

Loss arising as a result of inappropriate or in-

adequate internal procedures, human or sys-

tem error or error caused by external events 

(excl. compliance and IT risk) Model risk and 

outsourcing risk are considered and man-

aged as operational risk. 

Compliance risk 

Loss arising as a result of non-compliance 

with applicable regulations, market stand-

ards or internal rules 

IT risk 

Loss arising as a result of system error or non-

compliance with IT security protocols (incl. 

cyber security risk). 

 

DLR’s risk management processes within the above risk categories are described in 

more detail in the following sections. 

Risk reporting 

DLR has a comprehensive risk register covering all types of risk. Once annually, DLR 

performs a risk and control assessment, the result of which is documented in DLR’s 

risk register. Significant risks in the risk register are updated at least quarterly. The risk 

register provides a basis for DLR’s risk reporting process. 

Once every quarter, four overviews of the most significant risks are prepared in the 

risk register: 

• Risk overview – Lending at DLR  

• Risk overview – Securities trading at DLR 

• Risk overview – IT areas at DLR  

• Risk overview – DLR’s other areas  

 

Furthermore, a comprehensive internal risk report is prepared annually for the Board 

of Directors, who determines whether risk levels are acceptable. In addition, a num-

ber of reports and overviews are prepared with respect to risk and regulatory re-

quirements. The necessity and extent of reporting is regularly adjusted in line with 

regulations, etc. In addition, the Board of Directors is briefed on a more general 

level at board meetings, which are held at least four times a year in connection 

with the financial reporting process. 

The following overview shows the risk reports presented to the Executive Board and 

the Board of Directors on a regular basis. 
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Risk reporting overview 

 

Reporting Recipient Fre-

quency 

Credit risk reporting   

Monthly statistics (loan portfolio, market share and rat-

ing) 

Board of Directors Monthly 

Risk reporting in the lending area Board of Directors Quarterly 

Distributed loans by bank Board of Directors Quarterly 

Briefings – loan offers Board of Directors Quarterly 

Credit rating and financial counterparty monitoring Board of Directors Semi-an-

nually 

Review of assets (S. 78) Board of Directors Annually 

IRB validation report Board of Directors Annually 

Validation of impairment losses Board of Directors Annually 

Market and liquidity risk reporting   

Market risk on securities portfolio Executive Board Monthly 

Securities monitoring by Risk Management Executive Board Monthly 

Risk reporting in the securities trading area Board of Directors Quarterly 

Liquidity report (ILAAP) Board of Directors Annually 

Cross-organisational risk reporting (incl. non-financial 

risks) 

  

DLR’s internal risk report Board of Directors Annually 

DLR’s IT risk assessment (separate appendix to DLR’s in-

ternal risk report) 

Board of Directors Annually 

Outsourcing risk at DLR (separate appendix to DLR’s in-

ternal risk report) 

Board of Directors Annually 

Risk overview in IT areas and other areas Risk Committee Quarterly 

Risk and capital management (Pillar III report) Board of Directors Annually 

Compliance report Board of Directors Annually 

DPO report (personal data compliance reporting) Board of Directors Annually 

Money laundering and terrorist financing reporting Board of Directors Annually 

Capital management reporting   

Capital position – individual solvency need (ICAAP) Board of Directors Quarterly 

Long-term capital plan Board of Directors Quarterly 

Quarterly report – capital requirement, 

Cover pool and recovery indicator 

Board of Directors Quarterly 

Recovery plan Board of Directors Annually 

Capital position – contingency plan Board of Directors Annually 
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Capital position 

DLR’s capital management efforts build on applicable regulation, including the 

Danish Financial Business Act, the CRR regulation (Regulation (EU) no. 575/2013 of 

the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 and the Danish Execu-

tive Order on Calculation of Risk Exposures, Own Funds and Solvency Need, etc. 

The Board of Directors and the Executive Board are responsible for ensuring that 

DLR’s capital structure is appropriate and complies with regulatory requirements. 

Capital management 

DLR’s capital structure must ensure capital adequacy and thus create a long-term 

foundation for running a sound mortgage credit business that can sell bonds on 

competitive terms. Pursuant to DLR’s capital targets, the capital structure should be 

based on a high level of equity. The capital structure must also ensure that DLR has 

adequate own funds to ensure compliance with other requirements such as the 

debt buffer requirement, LTV compliance with respect to issued covered bond 

(SDO) loans and rating agency OC requirements. 

Capital targets 

The purpose of DLR’s capital targets is to ensure that DLR has sufficient capital and, 

even during economic slowdowns, maintains adequate own funds to ensure a 

sound business operation. 

DLR’s capital requirement is made up of the basic 8% requirement plus the com-

bined capital buffer requirements and possible Pillar 2 requirements. DLR aims to 

have additional excess coverage relative to the regulatory capital requirements. 

The Board of Directors defines DLR’s capital targets. The target for the capital ratio 

has in recent years been fixed at 17.5%, and 15.5% and 14.0%, respectively, for the 

tier 1 capital ratio and the common equity tier 1 capital ratio.  

DLR’s capital targets are fixed at least annually, but are regularly reviewed at DLR’s 

board meetings. DLR’s Board of Directors has recently resolved to raise DLR’s capital 

targets for the capital ratio to 20.0% and to 18.0% and 16.5%, respectively, for the 

tier 1 capital ratio and the common equity tier 1 capital ratio. The higher capital tar-

gets are driven primarily by the fact that the expected effect of the implementa-

tion of the new capital adequacy rules (CRR) from the beginning of 2025 is taken 

into consideration. Furthermore, it is assumed that DLR’s Pillar II add-on will be at the 

level of 1.0 – 2.0%. 
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The targets were set on the basis of both known and expected requirements. The 

targets will thus be adjusted in case of significant events or changes to market con-

ditions. Consequently, it may prove necessary to revise DLR’s capital targets again 

in the first half of 2024, among other things due to the implementation of the ex-

pected systemic buffer of 7% directed at real estate companies at the end of June 

2024, as recommended by the Systemic Risk Council. 

Moreover, in connection with the presentation of the financial report for the first 

quarter of 2025, the capital targets are expected to be adjusted because the ef-

fect of the new capital adequacy rules (CRR) from that time will be included di-

rectly in the calculation of DLR’s capital ratios, and the capital targets will therefore 

need to reflect that.  

DLR’s own funds and capital ratio have developed favourably in recent years, and 

at end-2023 DLR had a highly satisfactory excess capital. 

Long-term capital plan  

DLR prepares and regularly updates a long-term capital plan. The capital plan is 

designed to meet regulatory requirements and ensure adequate capital for com-

mercial activities. The plan is updated and adjusted on an ongoing basis to take 

into account lending developments, capital initiatives, earnings, regulatory 

changes and other significant issues that may affect DLR’s capital position. 

The capital plan prepared for the next five years centres on the following: 

• Compliance with applicable and known regulatory capital requirements and 

continual compliance with LTV requirements for issued bonds and OC require-

ments etc.  

• Use of the IRB approach for the calculation of risk exposure on the full-time agri-

culture property portfolio and the standard approach for the remaining portfo-

lio.  

• Inclusion of other potential operational factors, such as expected developments 

in losses and impairment losses, lending growth, etc. 

DLR’s capital structure is regularly evaluated against the capital plan.  

Own funds and capital ratio 

DLR’s own funds, which amounted to DKK 17.3bn at end-2023, consist primarily of 

equity and a small proportion of tier 2 capital, as DLR’s common equity tier 1 capital 

amounted to DKK 16.0bn, while the tier 2 capital amounted to DKK 1.3bn.  

DLR’s own funds increased by DKK 338m in 2023. The increase was primarily attribut-

able to the profit for the year of DKK 1,347m less the reservation for expected divi-

dend payments. In addition, DLR acquired PRIPS bonds for DKK 251m in December 

2023. The collateral underlying these bonds is shares in DLR, which means the value 

of these shares has been deducted from own funds in accordance with applicable 
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rules. The risk exposure amount at end-2023 was DKK 72.2bn, against DKK 69.8bn at 

end-2022.  

DLR’s own funds at 31 December 2023 

 

(DKKm) 2023 2022 

Share capital 570 570 

Share premium 0 0 

Reserves (locked-up capital) 2,355 2,338 

Retained earnings 12,877 12,163 

Profit for the year after tax 1,347 720 

Deduction for proposed dividend -750 0 

Deduction for holding of bonds secured against treasury shares -282 0 

Tier 1 primary deductions -74 -85 

Tier 1 capital less primary deductions (CET 1 capital) 16,044 15,706 

Additional tier 1 capital 0 0 

Other deductions 0 0 

Tier 1 capital incl. additional tier 1 capital 16,044 15,706 

Tier 2 capital 1,298 1,298 

Included tier 2 capital 1,298 1,298 

Own funds before deductions 17,342 17,004 

Deductions from own funds 0 0 

Own funds after deductions 17,342 17,004 

 

 

DLR’s capital ratio at 31 December 2023 

 

(DKKm) 2023 2022 

Equity:   

– Distributable reserves 14,794 13,453 

– Non-distributable reserves 2,355 2,338 

Total equity 17,149 15,791 

Own funds after deductions 17,342 17,004 

Weighted risk exposure 72,158 69,844 

Adequate own funds  6.733 6,413 

DLR’s total capital ratio 24.0% 24.3% 

 

Total capital ratio 

DLR’s total capital ratio at end-2023 was 24.0%, while the common equity tier 1 cap-

ital ratio was 22.2%. When calculating risk exposure for full-time farms, DLR applies 

the IRB approach, while the standard approach has been applied for the rest of 

the portfolio.  
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DLR capital ratio has increased for a number of years, and especially in 2022, 

among other things driven by the consolidation through DLR’s results. In addition to 

the consolidation through DLR’s results, the increase in 2022 was driven especially 

by the approval of a new and more accurate IRB model and adjustments and 

specifications to the calculation of credit risk for the portfolio in the standard ap-

proach. In addition, there was a net fall in the carrying amount of mortgage loans 

(loan exposure) due to large price falls on the underlying bonds. In 2023, the capital 

ratios fell by a small margin due to expected dividend payments, larger regulatory 

deductions and rising risk exposure. 

Based on its current level of own funds and expected future earnings, DLR expects 

to be favourably positioned to comply with the expectedly increasing capital re-

quirements. 

DLR’s total and CET 1 capital ratios 

 

Capital requirements 

The statutory capital requirement for DLR was 15.3% at 31 December 2023. The re-

quirement is based on the classic 8% requirement plus the SIFI requirement of 1.0% 

and a capital conservation buffer of 2.5%, a countercyclical buffer of 2.5%, a sol-

vency requirement (Pillar II requirement) of 1.33% and a systemic add-on for the 

Faroe Islands of 2%, equal to a regulatory requirement of 0.02%. The overall require-

ment was increased from the end of 2022 with the countercyclical capital buffer 

being raised from 2.0% to 2.5% at the end of Q1 2023.  

Solvency requirement, adequate own funds and solvency need 

At least once a year, the Board of Directors performs a review of calculation meth-

ods, risk areas, stress tests and benchmarks etc. for calculating DLR’s solvency need. 

In addition to the annual and more thorough review, the Board of Directors dis-

cusses and approves DLR’s calculation of adequate own funds and solvency need 

at least once every quarter based on a recommendation from the Executive 

Board. DLR’s Risk Committee reviews the material prior to submission to the Board of 

Directors.  

In the calculation of the adequate own funds and the solvency need, DLR follows 

the guidelines set out in the Executive Order on Risk Exposures, Own Funds and 
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Solvency Need and the Danish FSA’s guidelines, etc. DLR’s calculation is made on 

the basis of the credit reservation approach (“8+ approach”), which is the official 

method of the Danish FSA (see FSA guidance). Using this approach, the individual 

risk areas are reviewed to assess whether special risks exist. The risk areas are credit 

risks, market risks, operational risks and IT risks. The assessment is based on DLR’s risk 

profile, capital position and any significant forward-looking factors. 

The calculation also uses stress tests, including the Danish FSA’s macroeconomic 

stress test, including scenarios developed by DLR. On the basis of these scenarios, 

an assessment is made of the adequacy of DLR’s own funds and recurring earnings.  

DLR’s risks are assessed in the following main areas. An estimate is also made as to 

whether other factors require an add-on to own funds. Such factors are described 

in the Danish FSA’s guidance, and the calculation also takes into consideration the 

need for specific management overlays. Relevant departments are involved in de-

termining adequate own funds. This also applies for preliminary and subsequent dis-

cussions of stress tests etc. for the various business areas. 

The risk assessment covers the following areas as set out in the Danish FSA’s guide-

lines: 

• Credit risk 

• Earnings and lending growth 

• Credit risk for large customers  

• Model uncertainty 

• Other credit risks 

• Counterparty risk (financial counterparties) 

• Credit risk concentration  

• Market risk, including 

• Interest rate risk 

• Equity risk 

• Exchange rate risk 

• Liquidity risk 

• Operational risk 

• IT risks 

• Leverage 

A number of main subject areas are reviewed below.  

Credit risk is DLR’s largest risk category. As most of the risk exposure relates to this 

area, it accounts for most of the solvency need. See the table below. DLR therefore 

has considerable focus on this area. DLR applies the IRB approach for the calcula-

tion of the risk exposure of its full-time agriculture property portfolio. For the rest of 

the portfolio, DLR uses the standard method for the calculation of credit risk expo-

sure. See the section below on credit risk for further details. 
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Market risk is another important category for DLR. DLR sets aside capital equivalent 

to 8% of the risk exposure amount for market risk. Moreover, it is assessed whether 

DLR may be exposed to additional risk that requires an add-on to the adequate 

own funds. DLR’s market risk is estimated to be limited due to the balance principle, 

just as DLR has set narrow limits for interest rate risk. 

Operational risk is defined as the risk of direct or indirect loss caused by inadequate 

or faulty processes, systems etc.  

Given DLR’s single-pronged business model, focus on internal processes, etc., this 

risk is estimated to be limited. DLR employs the Basic Indicator Approach (BIA) for 

the calculation of the capital requirement for operational risk. 

IT risks A risk assessment will be made in the IT area, reflecting material IT risks.  

In addition, management regularly assesses if additional factors should be included 

in the calculation of adequate own funds and solvency need. 

DLR’s adequate own funds were calculated at DKK 6,733m at year-end 2023. See 

the table below. As DLR’s total risk exposure amount (REA) was DKK 72,158m, this 

equates to a solvency need of 9.33%.  

DLR’s excess capital relative to the regulatory requirement is calculated at 8.2%-

points, equal to DKK 5.9bn at end-2023, an amount of DKK 358m has been allo-

cated from the excess capital coverage to comply with the debt buffer require-

ment. DLR considers this to be a satisfactory level.  

DLR’s adequate own funds and solvency need at 31 December 2023  

 

Risk area Adequate own funds  

(DKKm) 

Solvency need 

Credit risk 5,791 8.03% 

Market risk 702 0.97% 

Operational risk 240 0.33% 

Other factors 0 0 

Internally calculated solvency need 6,733 9.33% 

Add-ons (special risks) 0 0 

Total 6,733  9.33% 

Source: Calculation of adequate own funds and solvency need at 

https://dlr.dk/investor/regnskaber-rapporter/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://dlr.dk/investor/regnskaber-rapporter/
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DLR’s own funds and excess capital at 31 December 2023  

 

Key figures and financial ratios Amount (DKKm) 

Own funds after deductions 17,342 

Adequate own funds 6,733 

SIFI buffer 722 

Capital conservation buffer 1,804 

Countercyclical capital buffer 1,804 

Systemic add-on Faroe Islands 11 

Reserved debt buffer 358 

Excess capital 5,911 

Total capital ratio 24.0% 

Individual solvency need, % 9.3% 

SIFI buffer  1.0% 

Capital conservation buffer  2.5% 

Countercyclical capital buffer  2.5% 

Systemic add-on Faroe Islands* 0.0% 

Reserved debt buffer 0.5% 

Excess capital, percentage points 8.2% 

*Amounting to 0.02%, it is not included in the table. 

 

Supplementary collateral, OC and debt buffer 

DLR funds lending by issuing covered bonds (SDOs). For the issued bonds, DLR must 

provide supplementary collateral if the LTV is exceeded. This could, for example, 

arise as a result of a fall in the value of the properties provided as collateral for the 

bonds. DLR continually monitors for compliance with this obligation. The need for 

supplementary collateral has generally shown a declining trend in recent years, 

amounting to DKK 5.9bn at end-2023.  

The collateral must be provided in the form of particularly secure assets. To cover 

this requirement, DLR may use approved assets acquired for both own funds and 

any proceeds from other debt issues placed in Capital Centre B and, to a certain 

extent, claims against banks, for example by way of guarantees. 

In addition to its general own funds, DLR has issued DKK 4bn in Senior Non-Preferred 

Notes (SNP) to comply with the debt buffer requirement. The proceeds from the 

SNPs issued may also be used to acquire assets for supplementary collateral pur-

poses. In addition, DLR may issue Senior Secured Bonds (SSB) to meet the need for 

supplementary collateral. 

From 2025, changed rules for supplementary collateral with claims on credit institu-

tions may lead to a need for additional overcollateralisation. 
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Leverage 

In recent years, DLR’s leverage ratio (calculated as lending relative to equity) has 

been relatively constant at 10-15%, which is regarded as a positive for DLR’s aggre-

gate risk. 

 

DLR’s leverage ratio (ratio of lending to equity) 

 

Applying the CRR definition of leverage ratio, according to which leverage is calcu-

lated as the total risk exposure amount (REA) relative to tier 1 capital, DLR’s lever-

age ratio was 8.2% at year-end 2023. See below. 

DLR’s Board of Directors has defined a leverage ratio threshold of 5% relative to the 

CRR rules on top of the regulatory threshold of 3%. DLR’s current leverage ratio thus 

provides a significant excess coverage relative to both the 5% requirement defined 

by the Board of Directors and the regulatory requirement of 3%. Reference is made 

to the Pillar III appendix for further information on DLR’s leverage ratio. 

 

DLR’s leverage ratio (CRR) 
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DLR’s leverage ratio under CRR, end-2023 (DKKm) 

 

 2023 2022 

Total assets according to financial statements 192,890 180,244 

Total balance sheet exposures as per CRR 192,890 180,244 

Off-balance sheet items, loan offers, etc. 2,424 2,787 

Deductions from tier 1 capital -74 -85 

Adjustment for derivative financial instruments 0 0 

Total exposure for leverage ratio calculation 195,240 182,946 

Tier 1 capital 16,044 15,706 

Leverage ratio 8.2% 8.6% 

 

Debt buffer 

As a mortgage credit institution, DLR must comply with a two-part debt buffer re-

quirement, which is set to represent a minimum of 2% of total unweighted lending, 

while the sum of the requirement for the issuer’s capital and debt buffer must consti-

tute at least 8% of the institution’s total liabilities. 

The debt buffer requirement of at least 2% of DLR’s lending equated to DKK 3.6bn 

at end-2023. The requirement that the debt buffer must constitute 8% of total liabili-

ties amounted to DKK 4.4bn at end-2023 after deducting the regulatory capital re-

quirement and is thus the binding buffer requirement for DLR. 

The debt buffer is met using equity, additional tier 1 capital, tier 2 capital and unse-

cured subordinated senior debt. In order to comply with the debt buffer require-

ment, DLR has issued Senior Non-Preferred Notes (SNP) totalling DKK 4bn. 

For the issued SNPs, DLR has invested the issues in an ongoing process so that DKK 

1bn of the notes will mature each year. These issues may be refinanced on maturity 

according to need. SNP notes represent unsecured debt that can be written down 

or converted into shares in case of resolution. SNP can also be included in S&P’s es-

timate of an institution’s Additional Loss-Absorbing Capacity (ALAC) and can thus 

provide an uplift to the institution’s rating. 

Compliance with DLR’s debt buffer requirement is shown in the table on the next 

page.  
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Debt buffer requirement for DLR 

 

Debt buffer requirement (2% of lending), 
DKKm 

Debt buffer requirement (8% of liabilities), 
DKKm 

DLR’s total lending (unweighted 181,956 DLR’s total liabilities 192,890 

Need for capital/debt to com-

ply with debt buffer  
3,639 

Need for capital/debt to comply 

with debt buffer  
15,431 

Covered via SNP 3,639 
Covered via regulatory tied-up 

capital (own funds) 
11,073 

    
To be covered via other types of 

capital 
4,358 

    Covered via SNP 4,000 

    

Covered via amount allocated 

from DLR’s excess capital cover-

age 

358 

 

 

Rating 

DLR was first rated by S&P in May 2012. At that time, DLR was assigned an issuer rat-

ing of BBB+ (Long-Term Credit Rating) with a stable outlook.  

Since May 2017, however, DLR has held an issuer rating (Issuer Credit Rating – “ICR”) 

of A-, which was affirmed with a stable outlook on 19 January 2024. The rating is 

supported by an ALAC support uplift of +1, which is added to DLR’s Stand-Alone 

Credit Profile (SACP) of bbb+. DLR’s covered bonds (SDOs) and mortgage bonds 

(ROs) have been assigned the highest rating of AAA. Under S&P's Covered Bond 

rating method, it is possible to obtain a bond rating that is up to nine notches 

above the ICR. S&P deducts one notch for DLR not committing to a particular OC 

level (voluntary OC). With an ICR of A-, DLR only needs to advance by six of the 

eight remaining notches to achieve AAA rating and thus has two unused uplifts in its 

bond rating. This contributes to lowering the OC requirement on DLR’s capital cen-

tres. 
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DLR’s S&P ratings, end-2023 

   Bond rating   

Capital Centre B (SDO) AAA (stable)  

General Capital Centre (RO) AAA (stable)  

General Capital Centre (SRN) BBB (stable)  

Other ratings   

Issuer (Long-Term) A- (stable)  

Issuer (Short-Term) A-2 (stable)  

 

Rating composition overview 

 

SACP bbb+ + Support +1 + 
Additional 

Factors 
0 

Anchor bbb+  
 

 ALAC 

Support 
+1 

 

Issuer Credit  

Rating 

Business Position Moderate -1 
 

A-/Stable/A-2 

Capital and 

Earnings 
Strong +2 

 

GRE 

Support 
0 

Risk Position Adequate -1 
 

Funding Average 0 
 Group 

Support 
0 

Liquidity Adequate 0 
 Sovereign 

Support 
0 

Comparable 

Ratings Analysis 
 0 

 
    

 

DLR’s covered bond rating with S&P 

   Issuer Credit Rating (ICR) A-  

Sovereign support 0  

Adjusted ICR A-  

BRRD uplift +2  

Reference Rating Level (RRL) A+  

Jurisdiction support +3  

Jurisdiction Rating Level (JRL) AA+  

Collateral support +4  

Max achievable CB rating AAA  

Used collateral support notches -1  

Voluntary OC -1  

Unused uplift 2  
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S&P’s OC requirements compatible with the AAA rating have most recently been 

set at 9.04% for Capital Centre B and 2.50% for the General Capital Centre. The OC 

requirements are met for the nominal bond amount in the capital centre and cov-

ered by surplus capital in the capital centres. This is achieved using assets acquired 

for own capital together with funds obtained by issuing senior debt. 

While DLR, as mentioned, has not made any commitment to S&P about maintaining 

a certain level of overcollateralisation in its capital centres, it has a clear ambition 

of maintaining its current AAA rating. As S&P's OC requirement is dynamic and 

changes with, for example, changes in asset levels, composition and quality, or due 

to a change in S&P's criteria or models, the need for additional collateral may 

change going forward. For this reason, DLR maintains a buffer of extra OC to ac-

commodate any changes. At the end of Q4 2023, the current OC was thus 12.3% in 

Capital Centre B and 18.2% in the General Capital Centre, which is 3.3 percentage 

points and 15.7 percentage points, respectively, higher than S&P’s OC require-

ments.  

DLR’s SNP issues are rated BBB, which follows the S&P standard approach, which is 

one notch below DLR’s SACP. One of DLR’s two Tier 2 issues are rated BBB-, which is 

two notches below DLR’s SACP and also follows the S&P standard approach. The 

other Tier 2 issue is not rated. 
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Credit risk 

Due to the selected business model, DLR’s credit risk is concentrated around agri-

cultural and commercial property, and to a limited extent owner-occupied homes, 

including residential farms. DLR also grants loans for properties on the Faroe Islands 

and in Greenland based on bilateral agreements with individual banks. As a key el-

ement of its business model, DLR has made loss-mitigating agreements with its loan-

distributing banks. 

DLR’s Board of Directors has defined DLR’s credit policies and guidelines for the 

granting of credit – including limits for the Executive Board’s lending authorities – in 

order to achieve the desired level of risk. Within these set limits, internal business pro-

cedures and instructions further delegate lending authorities to the various sec-

tions/persons in DLR’s organisation.  

Credit scoring 

To identify credit risk, a detailed assessment is made of the mortgageable property 

and the borrower’s finances and ESG factors.  

The starting point for assessing the mortgageable property is determining its market 

value. This is done by DLR’s own valuation experts, who have significant local 

knowledge. The condition and marketability of the property, etc. are also taken into 

account in the valuation, as are the status of the property and opportunities, includ-

ing ESG factors. 

Credit scoring is the responsibility of DLR’s loan department in Copenhagen. As-

sessing the customer’s finances normally involves several years of financial state-

ments. Credit scoring models are used for the most important customer segments. 

Whether additional or more detailed information about the borrower is required 

varies from case to case and depends on the borrower’s financial circumstances. 

The more complex and risky the case, the more detailed the investigations to en-

sure an adequate basis for decision-making. 

DLR’s organisational set-up ensures a separation of functions between the property 

valuation and the credit assessment. 

IRB models 

The capital adequacy rules allow for the use of either the standard method or the 

internal ratings based approach (IRB approach) to calculate risk exposure for credit 

risk purposes. If the model is used to calculate capital requirements, approval from 

the Danish FSA must be obtained. 
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DLR’s lending to full-time farms uses the IRB method, while the rest of the portfolio 

follows the standard method. The full-time farm loan portfolio amounts to DKK 83bn, 

or 44% of DLR’s total loan portfolio.  

Similar, advanced statistical models are used for internal risk management for signif-

icant parts of the business portfolio, equal to an additional DKK 74bn. 

The models DLR uses to estimate portfolio risk comprise PD (Probability of Default) 

and LGD (Loss Given Default). PD is calculated at customer level, while LGD is cal-

culated for all properties in the collateral pool. The same structure is involved in a 

loan application situation, though additional components relevant to the applica-

tion situation are also included. 

The definition of default is essential when working with IRB models. Pursuant to the 

Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR), a borrower is in default if (i) DLR considers 

that the borrower is unlikely to pay its credit obligations, or (ii) the borrower is past 

due more than 90 days on any material credit obligation. 

To ensure consistent handling of item (i) above, DLR has, in accordance with inter-

national requirements, defined a number of criteria that the borrower must comply 

with for the loan to be categorised as in default. 

PD expresses the probability that a customer over a 12-month period will default on 

its credit obligations, cf. the above CRR requirement. A high PD reflects a high risk of 

a customer defaulting, whereas a low PD reflects a low risk of default. DLR calcu-

lates a PD for each individual customer. 

The European Banking Authority (EBA) has issued new IRB standards. DLR’s default 

definition and PD model comply with the EBA requirements approved by the Danish 

FSA in 2022. In 2023, DLR endeavoured to ensure that the LGD model also complies 

with the EBA requirements. The work is expected to be completed in 2024, after 

which DLR will apply for approval with the Danish FSA. As the current LGD model 

does not meet the EBA requirements, DLR holds capital under Pillar I in the amount 

of DKK 10.8bn. When a new LGD model has been approved, the amount of capital 

held under Pillar I is expected to be substantially reduced. 

Rating categories 

When a customer has been assigned a statistical PD, the customer is placed in a 

rating category depending on PD level. Customers with the lowest PDs are placed 

in rating category 1 as they represent a low probability of default. The other cus-

tomers are also categorised according to their PD. 

The distribution of DLR’s rating categories by PD band is shown in the table below. 

Customers with OEI (objective evidence of impairment) where no individual impair-

ment loss has been identified are always placed in rating category 7 irrespective of 

whether the model rating is better. Customers in default are placed in rating 
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category 8 and stage 3 in accordance with the Danish Executive Order on the 

Presentation of Financial Statements (IFRS 9). 

The PD bands are generally fixed, and during positive economic conditions custom-

ers will migrate towards the better rating categories, while the opposite applies dur-

ing economic slumps. 

DLR’s PD rating categories 

Rating category Profile PD band (%) 

1 Extremely good [0; 0.2] 

2 Very good ]0.2; 0.4] 

3 Good ]0.4; 0.8] 

4 Acceptable ]0.8; 2] 

5 Certain signs of weakness ]2; 5[ 

6 Poor ]5; 10] 

7 Very poor ]10; 100[ 

8 Default 100 

 

The figure below shows the distribution (in %) of DLR’s full-time agriculture portfolio 

by PD rating class. The agricultural sector generally experienced favourable eco-

nomic trends in 2023. Overall, loans to full-time farm customers moved towards bet-

ter rating categories as compared with the end of 2022.  

At end-2023, 92.3% of loans to agricultural customers were placed in rating catego-

ries 1-4, which comprise loans to good customers. Loans placed in categories 5 and 

6 typically show signs of weakness, accounting for 3.1% at end-2023. At year-end 

2023, 4.0% of the loans were in rating category 7, against 5.0% the year before. Cus-

tomers in rating category 7 typically show several signs of weakness, and 97.4% of 

these customers are categories as OEI customers. All loans in default are placed in 

rating category 8, and at end-2023 they accounted for 0.6% of the total portfolio, 

down from 0.7% the year before.  

Full-time agriculture portfolio (number of customers) by PD rating category 
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LGD indicates DLR’s financial loss relative to exposure when a customer defaults. 

The model is based on DLR’s experience of impairment and distressed properties. 

The overall LGD model consists of a PR (probability of realisation) element, which in-

dicates the likelihood that a default will lead to a realisation of the mortgage collat-

eral, and an LGR element (loss given realisation), which indicates how large a loss 

DLR would realise. 

The LGR model incorporates the value of the mortgage collateral and the size of 

the exposure. Defined haircuts (deductions) for a property’s individual asset sub-

components provide an estimate of the value of the customer’s property in the 

event of a realisation (forced sale or the like), while exposure is calculated as the 

loan’s current position plus an estimate for interest, costs (such as sales costs), etc. 

for the period until the realisation is completed. The exposure includes selling costs 

etc.  

A positive LGR equates to an expected loss for DLR, while a negative LGR means 

DLR has a safety margin and can expect to avoid a loss. 

If DLR is aware of particular factors in individual cases that render the model’s result 

misleading, an override (correction) is performed on the model’s output. 

Validation of IRB models  

Risk Management in DLR carries out the task as an independent validation unit and 

prepares a comprehensive validation report. Reviews of the validation reports are 

carried out by DLR’s internal Credit Risk Committee, which consists of representa-

tives from the Executive Board, model development, the lending department and 

business development and valuation. Validation reports are subsequently sent to 

the Risk Committee, the Board of Directors and internal audit. 

Business use of the IRB approach at DLR 

Models and ratings systems are fully implemented components of DLR’s standard 

loan application and loan approval process. Both behavioural score models and 

application score models are actively employed in loan application processing. 

The use of ratings in the loan approval process has for many years been an im-

portant element in assessing the risk on both loans to new customers and when ex-

tending existing exposures. A customer’s rating also influences the organisational 

processing of the loan application. 

The models are also used to identify risk exposures in connection with the calcula-

tion of impairment. The rating system is also used for portfolio monitoring and in sev-

eral management reports. 

Monitoring credit risk 

DLR’s loan portfolio is screened every quarter and based on established risk signals – 

such as arrears, registration in RKI-Experian (credit information register) and financial 
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reports – customers are selected for a check to ascertain whether there is any ob-

jective evidence of impairment (OEI). For customers with OEI, a calculation is made 

of whether DLR can expect to incur a loss if the asset has to be realised. Based on 

this, an impairment provision may be made. DLR’s loan portfolio is divided into im-

pairment stages (Stage 1, 2 and 3), in accordance with the requirements of the 

Danish Executive Order on the Presentation of Financial Statements. 

Individual manual impairment losses (Stage 3) are made for customers with weak 

credit quality and where DLR at the same time estimates that its exposure is not fully 

secured by the mortgaged property or the guarantees provided, etc. 

In addition, DLR calculates the need for modelled impairment for stages 1, 2 and 3, 

respectively, based on the use of scenario calculations. If it is found that the mod-

elled impairment and the individual impairment losses do not adequately reflect 

the overall risk, they will be supplemented by a management overlay. 

Regular reports are prepared on DLR’s lending, including lending developments by 

sector/property type, loan type, etc. These reports are sent to employees in the 

credit area, the Executive Board and the Board of Directors, depending on the rele-

vance of the report for the particular recipient group. 

Guarantee schemes 

On top of collateral in the mortgaged property and a detailed credit assessment, 

DLR has reduced its credit risk on individual loans and its risk at portfolio level 

through loss-mitigating agreements made with DLR’s loan-distributing banks (DLR’s 

shareholders). 

DLR has applied a uniform guarantee concept since the start of 2015, covering 

loans granted on agricultural property, commercial property and cooperative 

housing. Under the uniform guarantee concept, the risk on each individual bank’s 

loan portfolio at DLR is borne in the following order. 

1. Risk cover – 6% guarantee provision 

The loan-distributing bank generally provides a direct individual guarantee on dis-

bursement that covers the individual loan for its entire term and covers the least se-

cure part of the loan. The guarantee covers 6% of the loan’s outstanding debt, and 

in case of multiple loans the lowest-ranking part of the overall loan. In some cases, 

DLR will require a supplementary guarantee to be posted. The guarantee is re-

duced as the loan is paid down. 

2. Risk cover – Loss-offset scheme 

DLR’s uniform guarantee concept also encompasses the possibility of offsetting 

losses in the commission payments made to the bank for up to ten years, whereby 

all losses incurred by DLR beyond those covered by the 6% guarantee provided at 

the loan level are offset. Only losses on loans distributed by the particular bank are 

offset in commission payments. 
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3. Risk cover – portfolio level 

If losses to be offset exceed the current year’s and the following nine years’ com-

missions, such losses can be covered by drawing on all the direct 6% guarantees 

provided by the bank in question. DLR has never made use of this part of the risk 

cover. 

At the end of 2023, 98.7% of DLR’s portfolio was covered by the uniform guarantee 

concept. Lending under previous concepts from before 2015 amounted to 0.4% of 

DLR’s portfolio, while the remaining 0.9% was not comprised by cooperation 

schemes. The high coverage ratio under the uniform guarantee concept is ex-

plained by the fact that all loan-distributing shareholder banks in July 2021 were of-

fered to move their outstanding loan portfolio under the previous schemes to the 

uniform guarantee concept. The vast majority of the banks wanted to carry out the 

shift, which was completed on 1 October 2021. 

DLR lending covered by the uniform guarantee concept 

 

Credit risk developments 

As DLR continues to experience growth in lending to urban commercial properties, 

especially for private residential rental properties, its share of agricultural loans con-

tinues to decline. See the descriptions in the sections Lending activity and portfolio. 

However, DLR maintains a large concentration of loans to agricultural customers 

and is the largest mortgage provider for full-time agricultural properties in Denmark.  

Exposures of up to DKK 15m account for 41% of DLR’s lending volume, and DLR’s 

portfolio primarily consists of a large proportion of small and medium-sized expo-

sures. 

Agriculture 

DLR’s total lending to agricultural customers encompasses loans for nearly DKK 

96bn. Of this amount, loans for actual full-time farms account for some DKK 83bn. 

For the portfolio, the past few years have seen a migration towards the better rating 

categories, reflecting the relatively good cyclical trends in the main production 
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areas and a reduction of outstanding debt for properties with the highest LTV ratios 

through ordinary mortgage payments. 

A little less than 87% of loans for agricultural customers are placed within an LTV ra-

tio of 50, and only 0.4% above the 70% lending limit. DLR’s loan portfolio is thus gen-

erally well covered by the value of the mortgage for agricultural customers.  

Business 

DLR’s total lending to urban commercial customers amounts to a little over DKK 

83bn, of which loans for residential rental properties account for DKK 41.7bn and 

loans for office and retail properties account for DKK 32.7bn. 

A little more than 78% of loans for residential rental properties are placed within an 

LTV ratio of 50, and only about 0.4% above the 80% lending limit.  

A little more than 89% of loans for office and retail properties are placed within an 

LTV ratio of 50, and only about 0.5% above the 70% lending limit. 

DLR’s loan portfolio is thus generally well covered by the value of the mortgage for 

commercial properties. 

Owner-occupied dwellings 

DLR’s total lending for owner-occupied dwellings encompasses loans for a little over 

DKK 10bn.  

88% of loans for owner-occupied dwellings are placed within an LTV ratio of 50, and 

only about 0.4% above the 80% lending limit.  

DLR’s loan portfolio is thus generally well covered by the value of the mortgage for 

owner-occupied dwellings.  

Lending growth 

DLR’s loan portfolio grew by DKK 7.4bn in 2023 (in nominal terms), equal to lending 

growth of 4.1%. By way of comparison, the loan portfolio grew by DKK 5.8bn in 2022, 

equal to lending growth of 3.3%. Considering the fact that the higher remortgaging 

activity in 2022 with the purpose of reducing the outstanding debt seen in isolation 

reduced the size of the loan portfolio by a little over DKK 2bn (in nominal terms), 

lending growth in 2023 was largely unchanged from the year before. The un-

changed lending growth covers slightly stronger demand for loans for agricultural 

properties and collective energy supply (other lending) and slightly weaker lending 

growth for private residential rental properties, cooperative housing properties and 

owner-occupied dwellings including residential farms. 

 

The underlying lending growth was satisfactory in 2023 because of great competi-

tive strength of the loan-distributing banks and persistent demand for loans for all 
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significant property types. Loans for private residential rental purposes continue to 

account for the major part of lending growth. In 2023, loans for private residential 

rental properties accounted for 38% of net lending (cash value), while loans for agri-

culture and office and retail property accounted for 30% and 20%, respectively. 

 

Growth in loans for office and retail property and residential rental property resulted 

in added risk diversification in the loan portfolio in several lending segments again in 

2023, which bond investors and rating agencies also consider to be an advantage.  

 

Loans disbursed 

DLR’s gross lending amounted to DKK 27.9bn in 2023, against DKK 45.8bn the year 

before. The sharp drop in gross lending was primarily attributable to reduced re-

mortgaging activity. Unlike in 2023, the year 2022 was characterised by a relatively 

high level of remortgaging activity driven by a sharp rise in interest rates and, ac-

cordingly, falling prices of fixed-rate bond loans. Falling prices in 2022 enabled bor-

rowers holding fixed-rate loans to substantially reduce their debts by remortgaging 

their loans. As a large proportion of borrowers capitalised on the opportunity to re-

mortgage their loans and obtain a lower outstanding debt in 2022, the remortgag-

ing opportunities were generally far less attractive in 2023. Moreover, the increase in 

interest rates on fixed rate loans slowed down to a large extent in 2023, which also 

contributed to curbing demand for remortgaging. 

 

 

 

Composition of loan portfolio 

 

Property categories 

At the end of 2023, DLR’s loan portfolio amounted to DKK 189.3bn (in nominal 

terms). Loans on agricultural properties accounted for 50.6% and loans on owner-

occupied homes, including residential farms, for 5.5% of the portfolio, while loans on 

commercial property and private cooperative housing properties etc. accounted 

for 43.9%. 
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DLR’s loan portfolio by property category 

 

 

Loan types 

The share of DLR’s outstanding fixed-rate loans fell from 25.5% at end-2022 to 23.7% 

at end-2023. Similarly, the share of DLR’s outstanding adjustable-rate loans fell to 

22.4% at end-2023, from 25.5% at end-2022. This change reflects the fact that the 

proportion of adjustable-rate loans with five-year refinancing periods was reduced, 

while the proportion of adjustable-rate loans with short refinancing periods in-

creased by a small margin. During the same period, the share of ARM Short loans 

rose from 48.3% to 53.4%. The change was primarily driven by the fact that 72.7% of 

the loans disbursed by DLR in 2023 were ARM Short loans.  

Distribution of loan types by segment 

In all DLR’s major loan segments, loans with short refinancing periods were more 

popular in 2023 than previously. At 68.6%, DLR’s agricultural customers still ac-

counted for the largest share of loans with short refinancing periods at end-2023. For 

office and retail property and residential rental property, loans with short refinanc-

ing periods accounted for 41.4% and 45.5%, respectively, at the end of 2023.  
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Repayment profile 

In 2023, the share of total gross lending with an initial interest-only period was 40.8% 

compared to 37.5% at the end of 2022. 

Interest-only loans are particularly popular in the agricultural area, as 60.8% of gross 

lending to the agricultural sector had an initial interest-only period in 2023. For full-

time farms, demand for loans with deferred amortisation has risen since 2022, while 

the share for residential farms has fallen. The share of gross lending with initial inter-

est-only periods for other property segments is shown in the following table: 

Share of gross lending with an initial interest-only period 

 

 2022 2023 Changes (percentage point) 

Agriculture 58.2% 60.8% 2.6% 

Residential farms 16.1% 10.5% -5.6% 

Office and retail 7.1% 13.6% 6.5% 

Residential rental 30.5% 37.8% 7.3% 

Cooperative housing 32.5% 64.8% 32.3% 

Other 0.4% 2.8% 2.4% 

Total 37.5% 40.8% 3.3% 
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Of DLR’s total loan portfolio, the share of loans with an initial interest-only period was 

37.7% at the end of 2023, which was slightly higher than at end-2022, when the 

share was 36.1%. Interest-only loans accounted for 54.4% of lending to the agricul-

tural sector at year-end 2023, against 52.0% the year before. The share of outstand-

ing loans with an interest-only period in the other segments was unchanged and is 

shown in the table below. 

Share of outstanding loans with interest-only payments, year-end 

 

 2022 2023 Changes (percentage point) 

Agriculture 52.0% 54.4% 2.4% 

Residential farms 13.6% 12.8% -0.8% 

Office and retail 7.5% 8.7% 1.2% 

Residential rental 30.9% 32.6% 1.7% 

Cooperative housing 34.4% 37.5% 3.1% 

Other 1.9% 1.6% -0.3% 

Total 36.1% 37.7% 1.6% 

 

Geographical distribution 

As a result of its business model, DLR’s loan portfolio is limited to agricultural, com-

mercial and cooperative housing properties, and housing in Greenland and the 

Faroe Islands. 

Geographically, DLR’s lending is spread across Denmark and reflects the coverage 

of the loan distributing shareholder banks’ branch networks. DLR also has lending in 

Greenland and on the Faroe Islands totalling DKK 4.5bn, corresponding to 2.4% of 

the loan portfolio, of which a large part is for owner-occupied housing. 
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Loan portfolio LTV 

DLR grants loans against a mortgage on real property within the statutory lending 

limits for the various property categories. To determine DLR’s position in the order of 

mortgage priorities and whether this constitutes a significant risk, DLR continually 

calculates LTV (Loan-To-Value) values for the individual loans across all property 

categories. The average LTV on DLR loans was 45.8% at end-2023.  

At the end of 2023, 96.4% of loans granted on agricultural properties were in the 

<60% LTV band based on DLR’s latest valuations, including valuations made in con-

nection with continual covered bond (SDO) monitoring, while 93.0% of the lending 

on commercial properties was in the <60% LTV band – not taking into account the 

guarantees provided. Residential properties, including residential rental property 

and cooperative housing properties, have an LTV limit of 80%, which is why the pro-

portion placed under 60% is naturally lower for these property categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

Geographical breakdown 
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DLR’s lending by LTV band at 31 December 2023 

 

 

 

To ensure the statutory overcollateralisation (OC) of DLR’s Capital Centre B (cover 

pool), property values are monitored at least annually. This monitoring may be 

based on valuations without a physical inspection (market valuation), but if a physi-

cal inspection has been carried out, this valuation is prioritised.  

The continual monitoring of LTV values is partly based on these current market valu-

ations and is a permanent feature of DLR’s management reporting. DLR has cur-

rently provided DKK 5.9bn in supplementary collateral and has, in addition, an over-

collateralisation of DKK 12.2bn consisting of collateral in particularly secure assets. 

To this comes the option of applying claims against banks (bank guarantees) in 

case of falling property prices. Overall, it is estimated that the current overcollater-

alisation enables DLR to withstand a general property price fall of at least 15% with-

out having to provide further collateral. From 2025, changed rules for supplemen-

tary collateral with claims on credit institutions may lead to a need for additional 

overcollateralisation. 

Unweighted exposure for credit risk  

DLR adheres to the Danish Executive Order on Financial Reports for Credit Institu-

tions and Investment Firms, etc. Please refer to this and to the significant accounting 

policies in DLR’s Annual Report (note 50) for definitions of non-performing and im-

paired loans for accounting purposes as well as a description of methods used to 

determine value adjustments and impairment losses. 
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The total value of DLR’s unweighted exposure for credit risk was DKK 169.4bn at 31 

December 2023, calculated after guarantees and conversion factor. 

Arrears, impairment and losses  

 

Arrears 

The arrears ratio 15 days after the due payment date on the December 2023 mort-

gage payment remains at a very low level of 0.8%, which was unchanged from De-

cember 2022. The arrears ratio calculated 3½ months after the due date – was 

0.17% in mid-January 2024, which was unchanged from January 2023. Given the 

high level of interest rates, this is considered highly satisfactory. 

The major agricultural production areas, with the exception of a number of arable 

farmers, who were challenged by drought in spring and by rain and storm during 

the harvest period, generally experienced satisfactory earnings in 2023 owing to fa-

vourable developments in settlement prices, which have improved borrowers’ abil-

ity to pay. In spite of difficult growth conditions for a number of crops in 2023, DLR’s 

arrears on loans for arable farmers remain at a very low level.  

3½ months’ arrears by property category 

 

 

Despite the fact that no increase in arrears has been registered at portfolio level, 

some customers and customer groups are expected to remain challenged due to 

factors such as higher interest rates and economic and geopolitical uncertainties. 

Against this background, DLR has made substantial management overlays to the 

impairment losses, primarily in relation to urban commercial properties, but also in 

relation to the political risk of how to implement the announced introduction of a 

climate levy on biological processes in farming.  

Loan impairment losses and credit losses 

As mentioned, DLR regularly monitors its loan portfolio to identify potential loan im-

pairment. An individual assessment is also made of a number of large exposures 
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and certain exposures showing signs of financial distress, etc. All loans showing ob-

jective evidence of credit impairment (OECI) are reviewed for impairment on an in-

dividual basis, and an impairment loss is recognised based on a sales scenario in 

which the underlying collateral is realised. All loans which do not show OECI or 

which do show OECI but are found not to be impaired based on the sales scenario 

are assessed based on a model calculation.  

Total individual impairment losses (stage 3) amounted to DKK 72m at the end of 

2023 compared to DKK 58m at the end of 2022. On top of this comes stage 1, 2 and 

3 modelled impairment of DKK 58m and a management overlay of DKK 243m, 

which equated to total impairment losses of DKK 373m at the end of 2023. 

Accumulated impairment losses by impairment type (DKKm) 

 

The management overlay has primarily been added to cover the generally ele-

vated uncertainty attaching to parts of the lending due to the current situation with 

war in Ukraine, higher inflation, including rising energy and food prices, higher inter-

est rates and uncertainty in relation to determining a CO2 levy on the biological 

processes in agriculture. Furthermore, the management overlay covers uncertainty 

in determining the modelled impairment. 

The figure below shows DLR’s accumulated impairment losses by property segment. 

Impairment losses on loans to agricultural customers and for owner-occupied dwell-

ings, including residential farms, accounted for 59% of accumulated impairment 

losses at end-2023. 
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Accumulated impairment losses by property segment (DKKm) 

 

 

The impairment percentage, denoting accumulated impairment losses in percent 

of total lending, represented 0.19% – calculated using the Danish FSA’s guidelines – 

at end-2023. At end-2022, the impairment percentage was 0.22%. 

Losses and impairment on loans, advances and receivables, including prior-year 

adjustments, were calculated at an income of DKK 1m in 2023, compared with an 

income of DKK 10m in 2022. 

 

Impairment as % of loan portfolio

 

Note: Negative impairment percentage = reversal  
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For 2023, realised losses on loans calculated after payments under guarantee 

agreements and after prior-year adjustments but before offsetting losses amounted 

to an income of DKK 1.0m. By comparison, realised losses were an expense of DKK 

7.1m in 2022. 

 

Realised losses before loss-offsetting (DKKm) 

 

Note: The calculation shows realised losses prior to loss offsetting and prior to the offsetting of recovered 

debts previously written off 

 

 

Agriculture, owner-occupied homes incl. residential farms and office and commer-

cial properties realised an income of DKK 2.0m, a loss of DKK 0.3m and a loss of DKK 

0.7m, respectively. In 2023, an amount of DKK 1.9m was deducted from claims pre-

viously written off to the effect that DLR's realised losses for the period were DKK mi-

nus 2.9m (gain). 

With respect to the previously described loss-offsetting schemes, DLR set off losses of 

about DKK 0.9m in 2023 against commissions paid to the banks. DLR thus realised a 

positive net loss (net gain) in 2023 of DKK 3.8m. 

 

Portfolio of repossessed properties and forced sales 

DLR had no repossessed properties at the end of 2023, as was the case in the pre-

ceding years. 
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Portfolio of repossessed properties, year-end 

 

 

The number of completed forced sales of properties in which DLR held a mortgage 

was 15 in 2023, which was lower than in 2022.  

 

Forced sales of properties in which DLR holds a mortgage 

 

 

Encumbered assets 

DLR’s business model is based on match-funded mortgage loans offered against 

mortgages on real property. DLR issues covered bonds to fund mortgage loans to its 

customers. The loans are recognised in DLR’s balance sheet until maturity and are 

reserved to ensure timely payment to the bond investors if DLR should become dis-

tressed. The reservation of certain assets for creditors/investors is referred to as asset 

encumbrance. Hence, asset encumbrance is a natural part of DLR’s business 

model. 
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Assets used to comply with requirements for supplementary collateral (LTV require-

ments) and “balancing funds” (i.e. prepaid funds from repayment, fixed-price 

agreements, etc.) are also considered to be encumbered as the bondholders have 

a preferential claim in case of a bankruptcy. 

DLR’s securities portfolio consists primarily of DLR’s equity, issued subordinated debt 

and senior loans. Only the parts of DLR’s securities portfolio relating to meeting the 

new covered bond OC requirement from 2022 of 2%, requirements for supplemen-

tary collateral or balancing funds are encumbered. The remaining part of DLR’s se-

curities portfolio is considered unencumbered and available in terms of DLR’s LCR 

calculation. 

DLR publishes asset encumbrance data in the Pillar III appendix. 

Use of external credit assessment institutions 

Article 138 of CRR allows a credit institution to appoint one or more External Credit 

Assessment Institutions (ECAI) to determine credit quality steps and risk weightings 

for financial assets. 

DLR has currently appointed S&P Global Ratings for the purpose of credit assess-

ment/risk weighting of exposures to credit institutions, including guarantees.  

The credit quality step is based on the counterparty’s rating. If the counterparty is 

not rated by the appointed rating agency, the country rating is used for the country 

the counterparty is domiciled in. 

The table below shows the conversion of S&P’s rating categories to credit quality 

steps for exposures to corporates (including institutions), sovereigns and central 

banks. 

Rating categories and credit quality steps 

 

Credit 

quality 

step 

S&P’s rating cate-

gories 

Exposure to corpo-

rates 

Exposure to sovereigns or 

central banks 

1 AAA to AA- 20% 0% 

2 A+ to A- 50% 20% 

3 BBB+ to BBB- 100% 50% 

4 BB+ to BB- 100% 100% 

5 B+ to B- 150% 100% 

6 CCC+ and under 150% 150% 
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Environmental, social and gov-
ernance risks 

Article 449a of the EU’s revised Capital Requirements Regulation (CRRII) introduced 

requirements for financial institutions to disclose information on ESG risks from 28 

June 2022. DLR presents data for ESG risks in the Pillar III appendix.  

DLR has integrated ESG risks into its work on risk management. Our management of 

ESG risks focuses initially on identifying even more clearly the extent of ESG risks for 

our customers and the properties put up as collateral for our loans. We must then 

ensure sufficient awareness of ESG risks in our loan portfolio also in the longer term, 

and finally that ESG risks are reduced. 

ESG risks are included in the assessment of overall credit risk in DLR’s portfolio. We 

have set targets for the desired risk profile in relation to individual sub-portfolios. 

Credit risks are monitored in DLR’s risk database, and the most significant credit risks 

are reported in DLR’s risk overview. Movements in credit risk relative to the chosen 

risk tolerance are monitored in the risk database and risk overview. 

As part of its ESG risk management process, DLR has incorporated ESG risks into its 

business strategies, governance/processes and research approaches, as described 

below.  

Strategic sustainability efforts 

DLR is a major lender for agricultural and urban commercial customers of local and 

national banks. Consequently, it is only natural for DLR to play an active part in fi-

nancing the all-important sustainable transition at DLR’s and its shareholder banks’ 

joint customers. This active participation is a key element of DLR’s social responsibil-

ity and its strategic approach to sustainability.  

DLR’s strategic sustainability efforts are based on its key stakeholders: Borrowers, 

shareholder banks, bond investors and employees. DLR’s strategic approach is to a 

large extent defined by the combination of DLR’s key stakeholders’ preferences 

and requirements with respect to sustainability. DLR’s approach also entails a bal-

ancing act in which our sustainability approach must accommodate the various 

ESG policies of our shareholder banks, borrowers’ green transition opportunities and 

investor aims to CO2 emissions funded by the DLR bonds in which they invest. Fur-

thermore, DLR’s social responsibility involves contributing to reducing sustainability 

risks where they can be identified.  

Green loans, ESG data, dialogue on sustainability and reduction targets are key el-

ements of DLR’s sustainability efforts and contribute to defining DLR’s sustainability 

strategy. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0876
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Green loans 

At the end of 2023, DLR had outstanding green loans (‘Grøn RT-Kort’) for DKK 4.7bn, 

equivalent to 2.5% of DLR’s outstanding loans. By way of comparison, DLR had out-

standing green loans for DKK 1.9bn at end-2022. The outstanding green loans are 

used primarily to finance energy-efficient buildings and organic farms. The criteria 

for obtaining green loans are described here: https://dlr.dk/laan-hos-os/laantyper/. 

In 2023, DLR extended the criteria for green loans to include e.g. sustainability-certi-

fied forests that are PEFC and/or FSC-certified and solar power plants erected on 

owned or leased land.   

ESG disclosures about DLR’s loans  

Since September 2022, DLR has sent ESG questionnaires to all new borrowers and 

existing customers applying for new loans. In November 2023, DLR also started to 

collect information in connection with remortgaging. The replies to the ESG ques-

tions provide DLR with a better foundation for making sustainability assessments of 

its customers. Furthermore, advisers at DLR’s loan-distributing banks have access to 

the customer replies to ESG questions and may thus use the information in their dia-

logue with customers and in the banks’ in-house assessment of ESG risks.  

ESG meetings with loan-distributing banks 

In 2023, DLR strengthened the dialogue on and awareness about sustainability by 

holding meetings with its loan-distributing banks. Topics at these meetings included 

how DLR can team up with the banks to help push customers in a more sustainable 

direction. 

CO2 reduction target and action plan 

DLR is focused on reducing CO2e emissions of its loan portfolio. The reductions are 

to be achieved in collaboration with the borrowers and the shareholder banks. DLR 

has published its reduction targets and action plan for achieving the tar-

gets:https://dlr.dk/investor/regnskaber-rapporter/#baeredygtighed. 

Governance and processes 

Anchoring ESG in the organisation 

DLR has integrated sustainability in processes, governance set-up, compliance and 

risk management and actively engages in dialogue with stakeholders through sec-

tor collaboration, attending seminars and training of e.g. agricultural advisers which 

the farmers consult with about ESG factors. The integration of sustainability also in-

volves DLR acting responsibly as a workplace and employer. 

To ensure an unwavering focus on ESG in all parts of the organisation, DLR has set 

up a Sustainability Committee. The Sustainability Committee is responsible for DLR 

achieving the strategic goals in its sustainability policy and for establishing processes 

at DLR to promote sustainability, including sourcing data for use in analysis, target 

setting and reporting. 

https://dlr.dk/laan-hos-os/laantyper/
https://dlr.dk/investor/regnskaber-rapporter/#baeredygtighed
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The committee is charged with monitoring regulatory developments relevant to DLR 

and ensuring that we comply with applicable rules and regulations and the recom-

mendations the sector has agreed on under the auspices of Finance Denmark etc. 

It is also responsible for updating and expanding policies in relation to specific ESG 

initiatives, such as DLR’s credit policy, human resources policies and procurement 

policy. 

The Executive Board is represented on the Sustainability Committee. The Executive 

Board and the other internal committees at DLR (Credit Risk Committee, Liquidity 

and Market Risk Committee, IOC Risk Committee, Data Committee and IT Commit-

tee) are also informed about sustainability efforts through the minutes of the Sustain-

ability Committee’s meetings. The Board of Directors is updated on selected mat-

ters and progress at board meetings and is responsible for approving DLR’s sustaina-

bility policy. 

Integration of ESG factors into governance setup 

The overall responsibility for sustainability initiatives lies with DLR’s management in 

collaboration with the Sustainability Committee. The Executive Board is therefore in-

volved in work on climate risks and opportunities through the Sustainability Commit-

tee, which meets two or three times a year and is responsible for discussing and de-

ciding on DLR’s strategic climate initiatives. The Executive Board Secretariat is re-

sponsible for ESG rules and best practices being implemented in other relevant de-

partments at DLR. After implementation, these departments’ risk owners are respon-

sible for introducing controls and for compliance. These controls are described in 

DLR’s risk database, and their adequacy is monitored and assessed by Risk Man-

agement. The Credit Risk Committee reviews DLR’s risk database annually and dis-

cusses risks and controls in the lending area, including ESG. 

Integration of ESG factors into loan procedures 

Before a loan is granted, both the collateral and the applicant’s finances are care-

fully scrutinised. The starting point for assessing the collateral is measuring the market 

value of the property against which the loan is to be secured. This is done by DLR’s 

own valuation experts, who have local knowledge. The valuation of the property 

takes account of ESG factors and climate risks as well as its condition and marketa-

bility. The valuation expert pays attention to ground pollution, reviews production 

permits, looks at geographical data (such as the risk of flooding, energy perfor-

mance certificates, heating sources), considers the location (proximity to natural/ur-

ban areas etc.) and assesses land use (e.g. forestry, grazing, arable) and working 

conditions for employees.  

In terms of credit risk, the assumption is that customers and properties with a positive 

ESG assessment, all else equal, are expected to be better placed in the coming 

years and so more financially robust, although account is also taken of the risks as-

sociated with using new technology etc. This is also set out in DLR’s credit policy. 
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ESG approaches 

The European Banking Authority (EBA) has described three overall methods to as-

sess and evaluate ESG risks (EBA report ), which is part of a mandate given in Article 

98(8) of the capital requirements directive (CRDIV) to, among other things, define 

analysis methods and tools to assess the impact of ESG risks on the lending activities 

of institutions. The three approaches are: 

1. Portfolio alignment method  

2. Risk framework method  

3. Exposure method  

 

Portfolio alignment method 

The key principle behind the portfolio alignment method is assessing the extent to 

which loan portfolios are aligned with globally agreed ESG targets. DLR works on 

portfolio alignment partly through its commitment to the UN’s Principles for Respon-

sible Banking. The aim of these principles is to align the signatories’ business strate-

gies with UN Sustainable Development Goal 17 and the Paris Agreement. 

Risk framework method 

DLR has prepared its first ESG stress test based on the Danish FSA’s climate stress test 

guidance. The stress test is focused on risk associated with transitioning to lower 

CO2e emissions and physical risks relating to climate change. Preliminary results of 

the stress test indicate that DLR is particularly exposed to transition risks in the short 

term, such as the introduction of a substantial climate levy on biological processes 

in farming. 

The data to be used for ESG stress testing remain incomplete, but DLR is working 

with financial infrastructure company e-nettet on gathering better data on climate 

risks. As the data improve, DLR will continue to carry out ESG stress tests to shed light 

on climate risks in different stress scenarios. 

At portfolio level, DLR has launched initiatives to identify the extent to which loans 

and collateral are at risk of flooding etc. This process covers external data for po-

tential increases in water levels (seawater and precipitation) and a link to individual 

loans. There is also continuous reassessment of collateral values as part of our cov-

ered bond monitoring. Climate risks at the individual property form part of an as-

sessment of market value. 

Exposure method 

The exposure method involves measuring how individual exposures and counter-

parties perform on ESG. As described above, DLR maps borrowers’ ESG profile 

through questionnaires answered in connection with loan application or loan re-

mortgaging procedures. Eventually, the ambition is to have ESG data for the entire 

loan portfolio. DLR also collects ESG data from public databases at the borrower 

level, such as data on ecology and energy efficiency.   

https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Reports/2021/1015656/EBA%20Report%20on%20ESG%20risks%20management%20and%20supervision.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/DA/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L0878&from=EN
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Market and liquidity 
risk  

Market risk is the risk that the value of financial instruments and derivative financial 

instruments fluctuate due to changes in market prices. DLR includes the following 

types of risk under the market risk area: interest rate risk, including credit spread risk, 

exchange rate risk, equity market risk and other price risks. DLR’s interest rate risk 

comprises interest rate risk on all financial instruments, both on- and off-balance 

sheet, including lending and issued bonds. 

As DLR adheres to the specific balance principle, the market risk deriving from fund-

ing in mortgage (RO) and covered bonds (SDO) will reflect the terms and condi-

tions of the mortgage debtors. The market risk DLR assumes should be viewed in re-

lation to DLR’s business model and is solely attributable to an investment need for 

DLR’s own funds, proceeds from issued senior debt, additional tier 1 capital and tier 

2 capital, etc., profits/earnings and prepaid funds. 

DLR actively manages its interest rate risk. In addition to the statutory framework, 

DLR has determined a policy for investing its securities portfolio and specific limits for 

the extent and volatility of each type of risk. 

Essentially, DLR’s overall market risk should be low, which specifically means that: 

• for DLR’s securities portfolio (asset side overall in the trading book and in the 

banking book) the interest rate risk, including the convexity impact, calculated 

according to the rules of the Danish Executive Order on the Issuance of Bonds, 

the Balance Principle and Risk Management, should be in the 0-2.5% range of 

the own funds, and the securities portfolio should mainly consist of bonds with a 

remaining term to maturity of up to five years; 

• interest rate risk on issued debt instruments (liabilities) should be in the 0-2.5% 

range of the own funds; 

• the credit spread risk on the securities portfolio (asset side overall in the trading 

book and in the banking book) must not exceed 2.5% of DLR’s own funds. The 

calculation of the credit spread risk is based on the benchmarks of the Danish 

FSA in force from time to time, which currently determines a credit spread wid-

ening of 25 basis points for government bonds and 50 basis points for mortgage 

bonds. When calculating the credit spread risk, no netting is made relative to 

short positions.  

•  the exchange rate risk, calculated according to the Danish FSA’s indicator 1, 

may not exceed 8% of tier 1 capital according to DLR’s internal limit. 
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• Exchange rate risk on DLR’s assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet items must be 

at most 0.1% of the own funds as calculated according to exchange rate indi-

cator 2; see the rules in the Executive Order on the Issue of Bonds, the Balance 

Principle and Risk Management. 

• DLR does not assume equity market risk except in connection with policy/strate-

gic positions deemed necessary for DLR’s operations (for example, equities in 

sector-owned companies) 

• Other price risks should be avoided. Hence, DLR does not wish to take positions 

in foreign currencies apart from EUR, or in equities, commodities, options or deriv-

ative financial instruments unless these positions are for risk hedging or liquidity 

management purposes. 

The stipulated risk levels are specified in the Board of Director’s instructions to the Ex-

ecutive Board and in its delegated authorities. 

Regular risk reports on the securities portfolio ensure DLR’s management can track 

prevailing risk levels and decide on which measures to take, if appropriate. 

Interest rate risk 

Interest rate risk is defined as the amount of the loss caused by a positive or nega-

tive parallel shift in the interest rate structure of one percentage point, i.e. the value 

adjustments triggered by a change in the market rate of one percentage point. 

DLR’s financial risk attaches particularly to the interest rate risk on the securities port-

folio and the interest rate risk on issued debt instruments, which (typically) correlates 

negatively with the interest rate risk on the securities portfolio. Moreover, DLR is ex-

posed to e.g. credit spread risk. 

DLR has set limits for interest rate exposure to keep interest rate risk at a low level 

overall. 

DLR’s interest rate risk complies with the Board of Directors’ guidelines for overall 

market risk, whereby the interest rate risk on the securities portfolio should be in the 

range 0-2.5% of DLR’s own funds, which equates to between DKK 0 and 433m. 

At the end of 2023, DLR’s relative interest rate risk, including the convexity impact, 

on its securities portfolio was 1.3%, see the figure below. This equates to a value ad-

justment of the securities portfolio of DKK 219m in case of a one percentage point 

change in the market interest rate. The convexity impact on DLR’s bond portfolio is 

DKK 1.2m. In this way, DLR complies with the guidelines that the interest rate risk incl. 

the convexity impact must be within 2.5%. 
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As mentioned above, the interest rate risk on issued debt instruments “correlates 

negatively” with the interest rate risk on the securities portfolio. The issued debt in-

struments represent a loan raised outside the specific balance principle in connec-

tion with lending activities. The interest rate risk on these debt instruments is DKK 

20.4m.  

DLR holds a significant portfolio of bonds. The portfolio mainly consists of AAA-rated 

Danish listed mortgage bonds (mortgage credit bonds/RO, covered bonds/SDO 

and mortgage covered bonds/SDRO), plus a small volume of government bonds. 

The interest rate risk on the bond holdings with a duration of up to one year ac-

counts for 47% of the total interest rate risk, up to two years the interest rate risk ac-

counts for 51%, and up to five years the interest rate risk accounts for 97% of the to-

tal interest rate risk.  

Interest rate risk in the banking book 

Interest rate risk in the banking book is a catch-all term for the risks that may arise on 

items in the banking book because of interest rate changes.  

At end-2023, DLR’s interest rate risk in the banking book primarily concerned DLR’s 

issued debt instruments and, to a very limited extent, interest rate risk on non-per-

forming exposures The issued debt instruments consisted of SNPs for DKK 4bn and 

tier 2 capital for DKK 1.3bn. DLR’s lending is comprised by the specific balance prin-

ciple, so interest rate risk does not affect DLR’s lending.  

DLR’s market risk policy lays down limits for the targeted interest rate risk in the bank-

ing book, which may not exceed 2.5% of DLR’s own funds. DLR calculates the finan-

cial effect of a number of different interest rate scenarios such as a parallel shift of 

interest rates in either direction.  

Credit spread risk 

Credit spread risk is defined as the risk of price losses due to lower creditworthiness 

of a counterparty or on exposures to the institution itself. Lower counterparty 
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creditworthiness may occur due to higher risk of default, for example. The credit 

spread is calculated as the spread to a risk-free yield curve. 

DLR’s Board of Directors has determined a maximum credit spread risk for DLR of 

2.5% of its own funds, corresponding to DKK 433m at end-2023. At end-2023, the 

credit spread risk on DLR’s bond portfolio was DKK 282m., equivalent to 1.6% of the 

own funds. 

Exchange rate risk 

Exchange rate risk is the risk of loss from fluctuations in foreign exchange rates. Due 

to the specific balance principle, DLR assumes no actual exchange rate risk. 

The exchange rate risk, calculated according to the Danish FSA’s indicator 1, may 

not exceed 8% of tier 1 capital according to DLR’s internal limit. DLR’s exchange 

rate risk amounted to 2.1% of the tier 1 capital at the end of 2023. 

According to Danish law, exchange rate risk calculated according to the Danish 

FSA’s indicator 2 may not exceed 0.1% of tier 1 capital. DLR’s exchange rate risk 

amounted to 0.002% of the tier 1 capital at the end of 2023. 

Equity risk 

DLR generally does not invest in equities except in connection with policy/strategic 

positions deemed necessary for DLR’s operations (for example, equities in sector-

owned companies) At the end of 2023, DLR’s equity holdings consisted of unlisted 

shares in e-nettet. 

As equity risk is defined as 10% of the market value, and DLR’s equity portfolio 

amounted to DKK 46.3m at year-end 2023, the equity risk after tax was DKK 4.6m at 

end-2023. 

Equities are also entered at fair value. Where the fair value cannot be measured re-

liably, unlisted shares are measured at cost less any impairment. 

DLR’s exposures in equities in the investment portfolio (e-nettet) 

 

Type (DKKm) Exposure,  

31 December 2023 

Operational impact 

in 2023 

e-nettet 46.3 1.2 

Total 46.3 1.2 

 

Counterparty risk  

To manage and mitigate DLR’s risk of loss due to counterparties failing to meet their 

payment obligations to DLR, financial counterparties’ ability to pay is monitored 

quarterly pursuant to a policy and guidelines for DLR’s exposure to banks, which are 

defined by DLR’s Board of Directors. 
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DLR’s risk of loss on financial counterparties is limited, as counterparty risk essentially 

comprises the borrower guarantees provided. These guarantees are secondary to 

the borrower’s personal debt obligations and the mortgage on the property. 

Moreover, other than a limited threshold of DKK 40m, DLR only places liquidity in 

banks which hold a minimum rating of BBB/A-2 by S&P, and the maximum duration 

for term deposits is 30 days. In Denmark, only four banks hold such a rating: Nordea, 

Danske Bank, Jyske Bank and Nykredit Bank. 

Exposure calculations are regularly made for the individual banks to estimate DLR’s 

financial counterparty risk, in accordance with the Board of Directors’ guidelines. 

Liquidity risk 

Liquidity risk at DLR includes the risk that DLR may not be able to meet its payment 

obligations and the risk of insufficient funding or compliance with applicable statu-

ary requirements. DLR’s liquidity policy and associated guidelines laying down the 

specific limits for liquidity management are determined by DLR’s Board of Directors. 

Based on this, DLR’s Executive Board has communicated the framework for manag-

ing liquidity in DLR’s organisation. The policy makes clear that DLR’s risk profile in the 

liquidity area should be low, which should be seen against DLR’s compliance with 

the balance principle.  

The risk of loss due to current liquid assets being insufficient to cover current pay-

ment obligations is extremely limited for DLR. This is because DLR adheres to the spe-

cific balance principle whereby loan payments match the payments on issued 

bonds (match funding). Hence, there is a 1:1 correlation between the loan granted 

to the borrower and the bonds issued by DLR to fund the loan. In general, the bal-

ance principle means DLR essentially only assumes a credit risk in connection with its 

lending activities. 

In accordance with DLR’s guidelines in the liquidity area, the Board of Directors has 

defined the framework for liquidity management. The guidelines state, for example, 

that the vast bulk of DLR’s securities holding should be placed in Danish govern-

ment or mortgage bonds, and that the holding should be diversified across issuers 

and ISIN codes. Furthermore, DLR should have sufficient credit facilities at banks 

and be a monetary policy counterparty in Danmarks Nationalbank. In addition, 

DLR’s Board of Directors has determined that liquid funds must be placed in finan-

cial institutions that are subject to Danish law.  

DLR may place funds in each financial institution up to a maximum exposure to the 

financial institution of 25% of DLR’s own funds, calculated in accordance with CRR 

regarding large exposures, provided the financial institution has a minimum rating of 

BBB/A-2 with S&P. As part of the quarterly forward transactions, the above-men-

tioned limit may be exceeded on a day-to-day basis up to a total of 50% of DLR’s 

own funds.  
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DLR’s liquidity and liquidity requirements are continually monitored, and given DLR’s 

special business model as a mortgage credit institution are primarily concentrated 

around the end of each quarter, when a separate report is prepared. DLR also pre-

pares an annual ILAAP report (Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process). The 

ILAAP is approved by DLR’s Board of Directors prior to submission to the Danish FSA. 

Specifically, DLR’s liquidity risk primarily concerns the risk that DLR cannot provide li-

quidity to cover the business’s ongoing liquidity needs, such as the payment of in-

terest and redemptions to bond owners, the disbursement of loans and the opera-

tional running of DLR. 

DLR has determined a number of indicators for a potential liquidity crisis situation: 

• Diminished selling opportunities for DLR’s bonds 

• Large increases in arrears 

• Large increases in losses and impairment 

LCR  

DLR must have sufficient liquid assets to meet net cash outflows over a 30-day stress 

period. During this period, DLR must quickly be able to convert liquid assets to cash 

without making use of the Danish central bank’s liquidity or public funds. A distinction 

is made between assets offering particularly high liquidity and very high credit quality 

(level 1 assets) and assets with high liquidity and high credit quality (level 2 assets).  

To ensure that DLR maintains an adequate buffer to meet the LCR requirement, an 

internal requirement has been defined that the LCR requirement must be met by a 

minimum of 110%. 

To optimise the use of HQLA, DLR consistently maintains a level of 110%. Excess HQLA 

is then used as supplementary collateral and/or OC requirements (cover pool). 

 

At end-2023, DLR’s LCR was thus 110%.  

Pillar II liquidity add-on 

To replace the previous LCR floor requirement, which ceased to apply on 8 July 2022, 

the Danish FSA has set an individual and risk-based LCR Pillar II liquidity add-on, which 

DLR must meet. The Pillar II liquidity add-on is calculated daily and reported on a 

monthly basis. 

The Pillar II liquidity requirement takes into consideration specific liquidity risks at DLR 

and entails a stricter requirement for the liquidity reserve to take account of the li-

quidity risks that DLR is and may become exposed to. The Pillar II requirement covers 

a time period that extends beyond the LCR requirement, which covers the next com-

ing 30 days. The Pillar II liquidity requirement emphasises that, in addition to maintain-

ing an adequate liquidity buffer, DLR must also have a stable liquidity buffer from one 

mortgage payment date to the next. 
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 The Pillar II liquidity add-on for DLR consists of three parts: 

 

• Pillar II liquidity add-on regarding unknown arrears 

• Pillar II liquidity add-on regarding unknown open remortgaging 

• Pillar II liquidity add-on regarding refinancing 

DLR covers the Pillar II liquidity add-on using the same type of high quality liquid as-

sets (HQLA) used to cover the LCR requirement. As the Pillar II requirement is an in-

dependent requirement, the assets used to meet other liquidity requirements, in-

cluding requirements for supplementary collateral, overcollateralisation and LCR re-

quirements, may not be used to meet the Pillar II requirement. 

DLR makes a daily calculation of how many liquid assets (HQLA) to reserve to cover 

the Pillar II liquidity add-on. To ensure that DLR maintains an adequate buffer to 

meet the liquidity add-on, an internal requirement has been defined that the Pillar II 

liquidity add-on must be met by a minimum of 110%. 

At end-2023, DLR has therefore reserved liquid assets to cover the Pillar II liquidity 

add-on by 110%.  

NSFR 

The EU Commission’s proposal for an NSFR requirement (Net Stable Funding Ratio) 

as one of several elements in the CRDV/CRR2 package was finally approved in 

May 2019. The NSFR requirement came into force in mid-2021. 

NSFR requires that so-called available stable funding must be equal to or higher 

than (minimum 100%) the required stable funding. Available Stable Funding (“ASF”) 

is calculated on the basis of an institution’s liabilities. The shorter the term to maturity 

of a liability, the less ASF value it is considered to contribute. Required Stable Fund-

ing (“ASF”) is calculated on the basis of an institution’s assets. The more liquid an as-

set, the less stable funding an institute is required to have to fund it and the lower 

the RSF factor. 

The NSFR requirement includes a possible exception for mutually dependent assets 

and liabilities that meet a number of specific conditions, including having the same 

maturity, such as, say, Danish mortgage loans and underlying mortgage bonds with 

the same maturity. This implies that mortgage bonds and mortgage loans are ac-

corded an ASF factor and an RSF factor, respectively, of 0%, and in practice that 

exempts mortgage loans and issued mortgage bonds from an NSFR calculation. In 

addition, NSFR recognises Danish refinancing legislation (section 6 of the Danish 

Mortgage Credit Loans and Mortgage Credit Bonds, etc. Act), to the effect that ex-

emption also applies to short-term mortgage bonds used to fund longer-term loans 

and meeting the requirements of Danish refinancing legislation. 

DLR regularly calculates NSFR, where the requirement for available stable funding is 

at least 100% of the required stable funding. DLR has set an internal minimum 
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requirement of complying 110% with NSFR. At year-end 2023, DLR had an NSFR of 

164%. 
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Non-financial risks 

In the risk management policy, DLR’s Board of Directors has defined the following 

risk taxonomy for non-financial risks: 

• Operational risk: Loss arising as a result of inappropriate or inadequate internal 

procedures, human or system error or error caused by external events (excl. 

compliance and IT risk) Model risk and outsourcing risk are considered and man-

aged as operational risk. 

 

• Compliance risk: Loss arising as a result of non-compliance with applicable reg-

ulations, market standards or internal rules 

 

• IT risk: Loss arising as a result of system error or non-compliance with IT security 

protocols, incl. cyber security risk. 

 

 

Operational risk 

DLR constantly strives to minimise operational risk by, for example, establishing con-

trol procedures, authorisations, emergency procedures, back-ups, business proce-

dures, automatic updates, contingency plans, etc. Moreover, process descriptions 

have been produced in relevant areas to provide instructions for procedures and 

to define an area’s allocated responsibilities. These measures help ensure DLR com-

plies with both external and internal requirements. 

As DLR is considered a relatively “simple” business with few products and business 

areas, DLR’s operational risk is estimated to be limited overall. 

DLR calculates its capital requirement with respect to operational risk using the 

basic indicator method. The risk exposure in connection with operational risks has 

been calculated at DKK 3.0bn, equal to an 8% capital requirement of DKK 240m at 

31 December 2023. 

DLR has established business procedures and processes to ensure regular follow-up 

and handling of operational incidents. All operational incidents that have or could 

have entailed costs exceeding a pre-defined limit are reported to DLR’s Executive 

Board and the Risk Monitor, and DLR’s Risk Committee is informed hereof. Any major 

losses must also be reported to DLR’s Board of Directors at the next meeting. Over-

all, DLR experiences a relatively low number of operational incidents taking into ac-

count the number of loan cases handled each year.  

Another focus area in terms of managing operational risk, etc. is the options for in-

suring DLR against events that might threaten the company’s independence in 
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connection with claims, actual damage, or actions or omissions that could be liable 

to compensation. DLR prefers to assume responsibility for minor loss risks itself. Minor 

loss risks are risks where the insurance premium and administration costs are as-

sumed not to be commensurate with the potential loss. 

Model risk  

DLR employs statistical models for risk management purposes and for the calcula-

tion of model-calculated impairment. The use of statistical models involves risk be-

cause of potential model weakness. For example, this may be due to a weak data 

basis, errors in the statistical modelling process or errors in the use of the models.  

DLR has a standard that defines the overall framework for how to manage model 

risk at DLR. The standard is complemented by an independent model register. DLR’s 

statistical models are categorised according to business materiality.  

DLR’s most important models relate to IRB models (estimation of PD and LGD), life-

time PDs for use in modelled impairment and PD regression models used in DLR’s 

macro stress tests. DLR has established procedures for monitoring, changing and 

approving the models. In addition to the ongoing monitoring in the first line of de-

fence, the most significant statistical models are also comprised by an independent 

validation/revision in the second or third line of defence.  

As regards the PD model, DLR has quantified model risks directly in Pillar I, in accord-

ance with EBA requirements. For modelled impairment and for the statistical com-

ponents in the macro stress test model, model risks have also been estimated. Fi-

nally, DLR has reserved capital in Pillar II to mitigate model risk not estimated directly 

in the models. 

Outsourcing risk  

In DLR’s risk taxonomy, outsourcing risk is considered alongside other operational 

risks. DLR’s IT Director is in charge of outsourcing activities. Each year, a report on 

outsourcing risk at DLR is prepared to the Board of Directors, which represents a sep-

arate appendix to DLR’s internal risk report. 

DLR maintains an outsourcing register based on a review of all of DLR’s suppliers. At 

present, four suppliers are considered to be general outsourcing, and four are con-

sidered significant or critical outsourcing (in accordance with the Danish Executive 

Order on Outsourcing Significant Areas of Activity). 

Ongoing deliverables from the various suppliers are monitored and controlled in a 

risk-based approach. The risk attaching to IT outsourcing is considered low. 

DLR holds regular meetings with its two main outsourcing suppliers, DXC and B4Re-

store, and they have confirmed their compliance with DLR’s IT security policy. More-

over, DLR has prepared elaborate questionnaires and reviewed external audit re-

ports. The aggregate risk assessment for these two outsourcing suppliers is low. 
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Compliance 

DLR is strongly committed to complying with rules and standards applicable to DLR 

as a financial business. For a number of years, sector regulation has been increas-

ing, and DLR dedicates substantial resources to implementing and maintaining new 

regulations and practice. This applies to actual financial rules deriving from EU rules 

and the Danish Financial Business Act, but compliance with the rules on combating 

money laundering and terrorist financing and GDPR compliance is also important to 

DLR. In the area of IT security, the number of rules and recommendations that DLR 

must implement to strengthen its defence against cyber-attacks and the like is 

growing rapidly and will continue to grow in the years ahead. 

The growing volume of new regulations means higher requirements for effective 

controls, and DLR’s management emphasises the continual roll-out of effective 

control systems to ensure compliance with the rules applicable to DLR’s business. 

DLR’s Compliance department monitors DLR’s compliance with rules and market 

standards and reports to DLR’s Executive Board and Board of Directors. 

IT risks 

DLR’s business is heavily dependent on IT systems, including both DLR’s own IT sys-

tems and interfaces with other external systems, such as the electronic land registry, 

e-nettet, Euronext Securities (securities registration and administration) and bank 

payment systems. 

DLR performs ongoing risk assessments, evaluating threats against systems and data 

in the IT area relative to DLR’s protection measures and controls. All relevant risks in 

the IT area are documented in DLR’s risk register, and activities are initiated in case 

of a need for additional protection. 

The risk assessment covers factors such as risks relating to deliberate harmful actions 

performed by employees, internal errors in the IT department, dependence on key 

employees in the IT department and cyber-attacks. All risks are within DLR’s risk tol-

erance levels. 

As threat scenarios change constantly, DLR participates in selected security fora in 

the financial sector. This helps us stay aware of risks in the sector and to ensure ap-

propriate protection of DLR and the rest of the financial sector against cyber at-

tacks and other threats. For example, DLR participates in the Financial Sector forum 

for Operational Resilience (FSOR), whose objective is to enhance operational resili-

ence across the sector, including resilience to cyber attacks.  

To verify its protection level and enhance resilience in case of any weaknesses, DLR 

performs regular tests to obtain an actual overview of strengths and weaknesses in 

the defence. For example, we participate in the sector’s TIBER exercises, which in-

clude simulated attacks against company employees and infrastructure. 
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Furthermore, DLR has taken out cyber risk insurance that partly covers any losses, 

partly provides access to IT security specialists in case of events. 

Contingency plans 

Contingency plans are in place should DLR’s IT systems experience a serious inci-

dent that results in the digital systems being unavailable for shorter or longer periods 

of time. All systems must generally be recoverable within 24 hours after a break-

down is ascertained so that normal operations can be resumed. The contingency 

plan is tested annually based on specific objectives. 

In 2024, DLR will revise its contingency plan pursuant to Schedule 5 of the Danish Ex-

ecutive Order on Management and Control of Banks and new DORA requirements 

in the area. 
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